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INTRODUCTION
The 3S7932EA200 or 201 Alterrex Excitation
System controls the voltage (or
This
reactive volt-amperes) of an AC generator by controlling
its excitation.
The AC
system uses a smaller AC generator as a power source for excitation.
voltage from this smaller AC generator is rectified
by parallel
banks of silicon
For clarity
the
rectifiers
to furnish DC current for the main generator field.
and the larger main generator
smaller AC generator will be called the %citer"
will be called the "Generator".
The generator excitation
is controlled
by varying field current to the exciter.
This exciter field current is controlled
by an automatic smplidyne voltage
The "auto" and
regulator and a saturable transformer type manual control.
"manual" control functions are connected in series much like the conventional
smplidyne regulator and the self-excited
DC exciter.
The Alterrex system also includes
start-up circuits,
and relaying.
RECEIVING,

various
HANDLING

limit

circuits,
AND

compensator circuits,

STORAGE

Receiving; and Handlirq
Immediately upon receipt, the equipment should be carefully
unpacked to avoid
care should be exercised to prevent small parts from being
damage. Particular
mislaid or thrown away in the packing material.
As soon as the equipment is unpacked, it should be examined for any damage that
If injllly
or rough handling is evident,
might have been sustained in transit.
a damage claim should be filed immediately with the transportation
company and
the nearest General Electric
Sales Office should be notified
promptly.
Storage

If the equipment is not to be used as soon as it is unpacked, it should be stored
care
in a clean, dry place and protected from accidental damage. Particular
should be exercised to avoid storing the equipment in locations where construction
work is in progress.
"Trademark of General Electric

co.
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DESCRIPTION
The 3S7932EA200 or 201 is the control cubicle portion of an Alterrex Excitation
The AC exciter and power rectifier
portions are covered by separate
system.
instructions.
(On several early models the control cubicle was called a
3s7931FAA400. For some models the 3S793l?ZA400 series of model numbers is used
for the combined control and rectifier
cubicles.)
The 3S7932EA200 or 201 control

cubicle

consists

of the following

AC Regulator and Current Limit Panel
3S793ONAl51
AC Regulator Amplifier
Panel
3S793ONA138
3S7932MD157Al DC Regulator Panel
AC Control Panel
3S7932CA231
3S7932CD140
DC Control Panel
Rectifier
Assembly
3s7932RAl14
3s'i'g3=16
or 119 Under Excited Reactive Ampere Limit
Shaft Voltage Suppressor Panels
3s7932MD125
Disconnect
Panel (For Exciter Field)
xmm.m3
Motor
Operated
Voltage Adjustor
3s7932HAl15
Voltage
Maching
Panel
3s793aw-89
Amplidyne
Nulling
Panel
357932MD143
Maximum Bcitation
Limit Panel
3S7932JAI.07
Field
Flashing
Panel
3s7932MD155
Relay Panel
3s7932MA234
On most applications,

not all

units:

Panel

of the above panels are included.

Various large components such as field breakers,
reactors are mounted individually
in cubicle.

resistors,

transformers,

and

The power rectifier
portion of the systan is a separate cubicle (or cubicles) and
Conventional tap water cooled rectifier
is covered by separate instructions.
cubicles are model 3S7501FS125 and are covered by instructions
GEX-9141. Purified
water cooled rectifier
cubicles (usually side mounted on exciter) are model
3S75OlFSlOO and are covered by instructions
GE%-9142. Associated control switches
and instruments are usually shipped and mounted separately.
INSTALLATION
Location

and Mounting

The control cubicle should be mounted so that it is accessible from both front
This enclosure should be installed
in a well-ventilated,
clean, dry
and rear.
location where-normal ambient temperature is less than 500C (l22oF).
Cooling
water is not required for the control cubicle.
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CoIlnectionn

a.

Wire check all
cubicles.
-

external

b.

Check all

c.

Check C.T. and P.T. polarities

a.

Check generator

e.

Check all

large rectifiers

f.

Check all

connections

$0

Check wire size of interconnecting
with control.

h.

Wire check all

connections

connections

to excitation

control

and rectifier

to 4CTA, 4CTB, 5CTA, 5CTB, 6CTA, and ~CTB.
on generator

output.

phase sequence.
with ohmmeter.

to smplidyne MG-set.

connections

wiring

per interconnection

and polarities

diagram furnished

on lSCPT, 2SCPT, and 3SCpT.

CAUTIOR:: RECTIFIERHEAT SIRES AREATABOVEGROURD PCVRJTIAL. ANY
WIRIRG OR CIRCUITS TO BE HI-POTTED OR MEXERED MUST FIRST
BE DISCONBECTEDFROM COMTROLCUBICLE.
INITIAL
1.

OPERATION

Before running generator, check all
connected by lifting
brush=

relaying:

(Keep generator

a.

Energize DC for relaypower.

Check polarity.

b.

Check operation
breaker.

field

C.

of generator

Check operation of motor driven
control (if motorized).

adjustors,

d.

Check operation

e.

Check

f.

Check operation of over-temperature
relays, and alarms).

g-

Check operation

h,

Check

i.

Run amplidyne ME-set

that

of 43CS switch

flashing

circuit

of all

ground detecting

breaker,

and all

will

protective

and (or) exciter
manual control

associated

and flow-switch

field
circuits

relays.

relays.
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dis-

field

and auto

relays.

apply DC to exciter

to check operation

field

of drive motor.

circuit.
(lights,
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2.

Before operating

generator,

a.

Water flow "on".

b.

Manual control

C.

Auto voltage

make the following

Open generator
in full

adjustor

field

settings:

rectifier

disconnect

switches.

trlower" position.
(90) at midpoint.

d.

Set AgP fully CW (slider at 19). On manual control panel set "minimum
adjusttt for 8 diodes.
Set "maximum adjust" resistors
for 8.5 ohms
(5.1 ohms) for zero resistance.
Set exciter
each. Set series resistor
field suppression resistors
for 8.0 amps. (SCPT control winding circuit
(Exciter field suppression circuit
is
is approximately 2.5 ohms total.)
not used if exciter field breaker is furnished.)

e.

Leave all

f.

Disconnect lead B7, output of U.R.A.L. panel.
maximum excitation
limit panel (if used).

other adjustments

per factory

setting.
Disconnect

terminal

Jl to

power to excitation
system: DC relay power, amplidyne
go Apply all auxiliary
relays, etc.
drive motor power, and all AC power for lights,
3.

With generator

running

at rated

field

speed:

breaker,

and (or)

exciter

field

breaker.

a.

Close generator

b.

Move 43CS to "manua1" position.
low value.

C.

Operating

d.

70CS should
Monitor exciter output AC voltage with a 0-600 VAC meter.
control exciter output voltage smoothly from approximately 75 VAC to
shunting
500 VAC. Adjust diode taps for nminimum adjust" and resistors
70P for "maximum adjust".
Exciter should respond to 70P changes without
Run 7OCS to full "lower" position,
43CS to "off(l, and
lag or drift.
trip field breaker (s).

e.

Close field breaker (s).
Close all generator field disconnect switches.
Move 43CS to "manual".
Generator terminal voltage should build up to
Reset "minimum adjust" if required.
approximately 80 per cent rated.
70CS should control generator terminal voltage.

f.

Move 43CS to "test" TJosition, with generator terminal voltage at rated.
Lower generator terminal voltage
Zero amplidyne voltage "90" adjustor.
Check "boost" voltage at "R"
slightly
- amplidyne should swing "boost".
terminal board. Don't trust panel meter, even though they normally move
CW for "boost".

7OCS should raise

ticiter

voltage

and lower exciter

should build

up to a

output voltage.
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4.

g.

Set generator voltage at rated with (manual) 7OCS control.
Zero
Move 43CS to "auto" position.
Generator
smplidyne with "90" adjustor.
The AC voltage regulator
voltage should remain the same as before.
adjustor "90" should now raise and lower generator terminal voltage.
Adjust A2P and A3P as required to obtain proper range.

h.

Set "90" adjustor for rated generator volts.
Zero amplidyne with 7OCS.
move 43CS to "test".
Set generator terminal voltage at rated with 'i'OCS.
Set "90" adjustor for 100 volts "buck".
Connect an oscilloscope
or brush
recorder to record generator terminal voltage (across A4P). Move 43CS to
"auto".
Generator terminal. voltage (per recorder) should stabilize
within
2 seconds. Adjust D3Pl and D3P2 if required to improve stability.
Decrease
regulator gain (A6P) only as last resort to obtain stable operation.

Adjust

the field

current

limit

a.

Operate on "manual" control.

b.

To set the current limit adjust, first
check calibration
of current limit
circuit.
Read generator field current at no load. Read voltage across
Calculate calibration
of current limit feedA9P (18 to 19) at no load.
back circuit
as follows:
I
Volts
K= E A9P-N.L.
I fld.-N.L.
Amps

c.

Calculate

point

I fld.-C.L.
d,

e.

Set A9P with

where current

limit

Then connect a variable
the ?olloting
voltage.

slider

on circuit

18.

should be set as follows:

gen. rated fld.
= 1.20 x E
R gen. fld. (hot)

EA9P-d.L.

5.

as follows:

volt
resistance

125oC

DC power supply across A9P (18 to 19) and set for
= K x Ifld.-C.L.

With this voltage across A9P, 43CS on test, Amplidyne voltage on zero, then
move A9P slider toward circuit
19 until current limit takes over. This will
be indicated by Amplidyne voltage going "buck".
Lock A9P. Current limit
is now set.

With generator

operating

on "manual" control,

a.

Pick up as much as 10 per cent load if

b.

Adjust manual. control to cause generator
reactive vsrs (lagging).

c.

Move 43CS to %estV position.
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synchronize

with line.

possible.
to put out 5 to 10 per cent
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d.

Lift
CT.

the shorting

switch

e.

Zero amplidyne with

f.

When CT shorting switch is returned to R35A-R36A circuit,
amplidyne should
go "buck".
If amplidyne goes "boost", short C.T. again and reverse R36A
and R35A.

Q*

Return generator excitation
to desired vars, zero smplidyne with "90"
Generator vars should not change. The
adjust.
Move 43CS to "auto".
"90" voltage adjustor should now control generator excitation
and var
output.

6.

Adjust
4798.

the underexcited

7.

Adjust maximum excitation

across R35B and R36B to short the paralleling

"90" adjuster.

reactive
limit

ampere limit

circuit

per instructions

GEK-

(3S7932JA107) per GEI-47391.
OPERATION

Generator and exciter
1.

While generator

should be near operating

is being brought up to operating

a.

Apply all

b.

Generator and (or)

d.

43CS on "OFF".

d.

70 CS in full

"Lower" position.

e,

All

disconnect

f.

Cooling water on.

rectifier

speed before applying

auxiliary

and control
exciter

speed check the following:

power to excitation

field

switches

closed.

Uben equipment is near operating speed, apply excitation
breaker-and (or) moving 43CS to "Manual".

3.

Bring

4,

Move 43CS to "Test".
adjusting rheostat.

5.

Move 43CS to "Auto".
Then proceed with
generator on the line.

voltage

system.

breaker open.

2.

generator

excitation.

by closing

field

up to rated with 7OCS.

Zero Amplidyne voltage
(9OP)
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with AC regulator

synchronizing

voltage

procedure to put
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
General
The 387932EA200 or 201 Alterrex Excitation
System controls the voltage (or
This
reactive volt-amperes)
of an AC generator by controlling
its excitation.
The AC
system uses a smaller AC generator as a power source for excitation.
voltage from the smaller AC generator is rectified
by a power rectifier
bank to
furnish DC current for the main generator field.
Generator excitation
is controlled by varying field current to the exciter.
This
exciter field is controlled by an automatic amplidyne voltage regulator and a
Refer to Figure 10, a typical
saturable transformer type manual control.
elementary diagram. An exact elementary diagram is furnished with each particular
installation.
Power Rectifier

Cubicle

The power rectifier
GE%9141 or 9142.
Manual Control

cubicle

is covered completely

by separate

instructions

Circuit

The manual control circuit
used on the Alterrex excitation
system is a selfexcited type, since power from the output of the exciter is used to provide
excitation
to the exciter field,
through excitation
transformers and silicon
rectifiers.
The excitation
transformers
consist of a 3-phase connection of saturable currentpotential
transformers
(SCPT). The SCPT's have both potential
input windings
and current input windings.
Each SCPT is built with doubie cross and windings
to provide control by a common DC control winding.
This DC winding controls
the level of magnetic flux in the SCPT cores.
The SCPT circuit
requires linear
reactors in series with the potential
input to allow control by saturation
and
to control coupling between the control and potential
sources.
(See Figure 1)
The input potential
windings of the SCPT's sre
linear reactors (XLX, 21x, and 3LX) across the
The current windings of the SCPT's are powered
with the main output current from the exciter.
SCPT connects to the 3-phase rectifier
circuit
exciter field.

connected in uye through
terminal voltage of the
by current transformers
The secondary windings
which supplies power to

the
exciter.
in series
of the
the

When the exciter is not supplying current to its load (generator field circuit
open), all exciter field power is supplied by the potential
input windings of
the SCPT's. When the exciter is supplying current to the generator field
additional
power is supplied by the current input windings of the SCPT's.
The current input windings are required because the potential
input (exciter
terminal voltage) may drop very lov transiently
due to sudden changes in
generator field current.
Such sudden changes in generator field current would
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To Power
SUDD~Y

4CT

I
I

5CT
ACT
Ml Rcc &

most likely be induced from the stator windings - the result of a fault or disturbance on the power system. The change in exciter terminal voltage (caused by
sudden changes in generator field current),
is caused by a change in the commutating angle of the generator field rectifiers.
This commutating angle (or
exciter loading) is a function of exciter sub-transients
rectance (X"d) and
load currents; thus, any sudden change in exciter load current will cause its
terminal voltage to transiently
change - until the exciter field circuit
can
correct the exciter internal
generated voltage and return the terminal voltage
to its preset value.
Should a severe fault occur on the power system,
generator field current will suddenly increase.
Exciter terminal voltage will
drop instantly
due to the loading effect described above. Without the current
?
input to the SCPT's, the exciter field self-excited
loop might collapse.
Consider the simplified
circuit
diagram
(Figure
2) of the manual control
with
generator field disconnected.
In this circuit
the voltage V is proportional
to
exciter
terminal
voltage.
RFAC represents the exciter field resistance at the
AC side of the rectifier,
Xl represents the linear reactor, and Xm represents the
magnetizing reactance of the SCPT.
Because of the construction
of the magnetic circuit
of the SCPT the magnitude of
I, can be adjusted by the DC voltage regulator.
In fact Im is substantially
proportionalto
the DC current I c supplied to the control winding.
When exciter
field voltagetendsto
rise the DC regulator increases Im by increasing I, which
increases Ip and causes the voltage drop across Xl to increase, and consequently
lowers the voltage applied to RFAC, the exciter field.
Thus at no load the
necessary value of field voltage is maintained by the DC regulator through
adjustment of Im.

IFAC
1
RFAC

Figure

2.

Simplified

Circuit

of SCFT Manual Control
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(Generator Field

Circuit

Open)
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When the exciter is supplying current to the generator field,
the current transformer portion of the SCFT provides a current input BO the simplified
circuit
becomes that of Figure 3. This is the same as the circuit
in Figure 2 except
that a current generator, Ig, has been added. An increase iu I
while I;,
remsine unchanged, can cause a decrease in Ip, a decrease in vo P'tage drop across
Xl, and an increase in VFAc. Thus the exciter load current can be utilized
to
augment field excitation
a8 the exciter is loaded.
If the current input adds
more field voltage than is necessary
&, is increased by the DC regulator to
correct the field voltage.
A more rigorous explanation of operation under load is facilitated
by first
obtaining a Thevenin Equivalent Circuit
for the devices to the left of points
A B, Figure 3. The voltage generator, linear reactor, and current generator are
combined into an equivalent voltage murcc with an internal
impedance.
Derivation

of Thevenin Equivalent

Circuit

Open circuit
voltage andshort circuit
current at AB will be found first.
the circuit
is opened at AB; that is, when & and BFAC are disconnected
power sources, the voltage at V~* called E, is expressed

Figure 3.

Simplified

Circuit

of SCM? Manual Control
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(Generator Field

When
from the

Connected)

Also since the current
that

source demamds that

Is flow,

I, must flow through Xl so
Eq. 2

Ip = -1s
Combining Eq.1 and Eq. 2 gives

Eq. 3

E= v + jw,
which is the Thevenin Equivalent voltage
The current
A & B are shorted together.
addit ion)

source. To find the Thevenfn impedance
which flows from A to B is (by vector

IABS = Ip + I,
= v + I,
jxl

Eq. 4
Eq. 5

The Thevenin impedance is
zT=

Eq. 6

E
uLT3s
= v + jxg,

V

=

v * jx11,

Eq. 7

v + m1,

+ Is

-E

jx1
Eq. 8

= 3x1
Therefore, the Thevenin Equivalent of the combined voltage and current sources
is a voltage source whose value is V + jXIIs ma a series impedance of jX1 as
shown to the left of AB in the circuit
diagrsmmed in Figure 4. This circuit
will be utilized
in the construction
of vectcr diagrams which give an insight to
For vector diagram explanation NL and RL (No-load
the manual control operatfon.
and Rated-Load) is referring
to exciter load; that is, generator field circuit
The IVL and RL has no relation
to generator load.
open or closed.
xl

B
-w

*FAC
'FAC

Figure

4.

Thevenin Equivalent Circuit
-a-

Sc)T Mmual

Control

Vector Diagrams
Connections from the exciter to the SCFT are selected to yield V in phase with
neutral to line voltage and Is in phase with line current; therefore,
the phase
angle between V and Is is the same as the power factor angle of the load on the
exciter.
These two inputs combine vectorially
to yield the Thevenin voltage,
V + 3X11,, as shown in Figure 5. This vector diagrem is similar to the vector
is utilized
in the design
diagram for the exciter, Figure 6. This similarity
and operation of the SCFT. Figure 6 shows that when the exciter is operating
with generator field disconnected (that is, IL is zero) the required field
current, since it is proportionalto
the internal generated voltage, ei, is
IFNL =G

ei = 4

Vt

Also from Figure 6, when the exciter
factor

Eq. 9
is supplying

rated current

at rated power

'FRL = k ' eiRL
=

1

k

Eq. 10

(v, + JXdILRL)

The SCFT is designed to match the exciter
First, the no load case is matched.
so that

at these two values of field

As a starting

point,

Xl and Im are selected
Eq. 11

Xl = 0.825 RF
and
Irnm = 1.038 $RL

Eq. 12

arc CO6 p-f.
Figure

5.

current.

Vector Diagram of SCIT. Currents and Voltages

cm-14811

IL

Figure 6.

Vector Diagram of Exciter

Operation

The vector diagram in Figure 7 can then be constructed for Figure 4. VFAC is
taken as the reference.
Since IFNL is required in the field on the DC side of
the power rectifier,
its equivalent on the AC side IFAm,
is required in Figure
4. It can be seen from Figure 4 that at any load IFAC is in phase with VFAC
since RFAC is a resistance,
and Im lags VFAC by 90° since Xm is an inductive
Consequently, the vectors for IFAm and Tmm are placed as shown
reactance.
in Figure 8. The vector sum of these two currents is IpmD as shown. Ipm
flows through Xl giving the voltage drop jX1 Ip~.
The supply voltage, m?
is the vector sum of VFAC~ and JXl I,m.
Since VFAC is rectified
and applied
to the field,
only its magnitude matters, and the phasing of VFAC with respect
to V is immaterial.
To find the magnitude of V required, no load values (E =
Em and I, = 0) are substituted
into Eq. 3 giving

ENL = v + JXl (0) = v
To summarize: From no-load requirements
and solved for E1JL. V is equal to EQ,.

Eq. 13
of the field,

Figure

7 was constructed

Second, the SCFT is matched to the exciter for the rated load case. Since ILL
is a known exciter requirsPent,
I
is a known requirement and also fixes the
T& increases 0Efb%
y
to 20% when VFAC is doubled but is virtually
value of VFA~L.
proportional
to the DC regulator error cUrrent I,.
The system is designed for
Ilcaa to be approxiartely
1.2 h;
thus, f, will not have to be changed appreciably
to compensate for exciter loading (generator field connected).

Figure

Figure

7.

8.

Vector

Vector

Diagram

Diagram

of Manual

Control

of ManmJ..

Control
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(Generator

(Generator

Field

Field

Disconnected)

Connected)

Consequently, the required source voltage, Figure 4, is found from vector diagram
shown in Figure 8. Again VFACR~ is the reference, IFACRL is in phase with VPACRL
and Im lags VFACRL by gO". The vector SUBI of IFAmL and ImRL is IpRL. The vector
sum Of 'FACRL and jXlIpRL is l$L.
DC (Manual) Rea;ulator
The DC Regulator controls exciter field voltage by effectively
varying the ratio
between the primary and secondary of the SCIT's.
The effective
ratio between
SCPI' primary and secondary is not varied by changing turns but is instead
varied by controlling
the magnetizing reactance.
This magnetizing reactance is
inversely proportional
to magnetizing current (Im), which is essentially
the
control winding current Ic.
(See Figure 1).
The DC Regulator
reference on the
reference voltage
error current to
feedback voltage

is a single bridge circuit
with the feedback on the left and the
right.
The difference between the feedback voltage and the
provides an error voltage.
This error voltage causes an
flow through the SCPT control windings as required to keep the
1
constant.

The feedback circuit
consists of transformers MClT and MC2T, Rectifiers
MC1 Ret
and MC2 Ret, and the "manual" voltage adjuster 7OP. The reference voltage is
established by current flow through diodes MClD through MC14D. Each diode provides approximately .8 volts drop. The difference between the feedback voltage
and the reference voltage sets the level of error current that flows through the
SCPT control windings.
Consider a case when the machine is running on "Manual" control at a steady level
of excitation
and it is required to increase excitation.
The operator will increase the resistance of i'OP, the "Manual" voltage adjust.
This will decrease
Ic control current through the SCPT control windings; thus, the effective
secondary turns of the SCPT's will increase.
The SCPT secondary voltage will
increase to increase exciter field voltage, which is the rectified
output of
the SCPT's. The feedback voltage (which is proportional
to exciter field
voltage) will increase to correct the initial
change in Ic.
The exciter output
AC voltage will increase after a time lag due to the field time - constant.
When the exciter output voltage increases the output of the SCPT will also increase to a higher voltage than required because the effective
secondary turns
of the SCPT has been increased.
This means that the DC regulator will now
provide more error current (Ic) to decrease the effective
secondary turns of
the SCPT and allow the system to stabilize
at a higher level of exciter field
voltage, higher exciter output voltage and higher Ic control current, even
though control current first
decreased when 70P resistance was increased.
Adjusting the number of diodes in the reference circuit
provides a "Minimum"
voltage adjust of 70P operating range. Adjusting MC5RA and MC5RB provides a
"maximum" voltage adjust of 7OP operating range.
The SCPT transformers have trimmer windings that
the potential
input or the current input (either
to compensate for design tolerances if required.
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can be added in series with
in a buck or boost direction)
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When the automatic (amplidyne) regulator is placed in service it operates in
The Amplidyne
series with the DC voltage from the manual control rectifiers.
voltage thus adds or subtracts from the manual control voltage as required by
the AC regulator.
AC (Automatic)
Principles
GEK-4798.
Reactive

Voltage Regulator

of operation

of the AC voltage

regulator

are covered by Instructions

Current Compensator

Principles
of operation of the reactive
by Instructions
GEK-4798.
Active-Reactive

Reactive

Principles
of operation
covered by Instructions
Current Limit

compensator circuit

are covered

Current Compensator

Principles
of operation
Instructions
GEK-4798.
Under Excited

current

of the active-reactive

current

compensator are covered by

Ampere Limit
of the under excited
GE&4798.

Sensing And Amplifier

reactive

ampere limit

circuit

are

Circuit

The current limit
sensing and amplifier
circuit
illustrated
in Figure 9 takes an
input current signal from current transformers whose primaries are in series with
the secondaries of larger C.T. 's in the three AC lines to the power rectifiers.
These CT's are loaded into resistors
to convert the current signalto
a voltage
The
current
limit
circuit
takes
this
input
voltage
proportional
to current.
compares this to a reference voltage, and furnishes
(proportional
to current),
an output error signal to drive the push-pull buck-boost magnetic amplifiers
in
the buck direction
when the current signal exceeds the reference,
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The input voltage from the CT's is rectified
by dioes 1D through 6D to provide a
DC signal across circuits
19 to 29 that is proportionalto
AC exciter output curA portion of this voltage, across circuits
2 to 29, is applied to 1Q
rent.
Transistor
1Q and 2Q act as a summing amplifier.
The input to transistransistor.
tor 2Q is the reference voltage developed across 12 zener diode.
The output of 2Q
transistor
is the difference between the feedback signal applied to transistor
or error
1Q and the reference voltage applied to transistor
2Q. This difference
signal appears across 5R resistor.
This error signal is reversed in sense by 3Q
transistor,
then amplified by 4Q and 5Q transistors
to provide an amplified error
signal across 12R resistor.
This amplified error signal is then applied to 6Q and 7Q transistors
in the AC
regulator to provide a voltage to drive the regulator magnetic amplifiers.
This
final output voltage appears across 22R. Normally, transistor
6Q will be controlled by the AC regulator circuit
(25). The output voltage(32)
is fed back
through the gain adjustment to compensate for tolerances in the various transistors.
Capacitors 2C and 3C act as filters
to reduce ripple.
Transformer A4T4 furnishes power for the entire transistor
circuit.
Zener diodes
A2ZA and A3ZA furnish regulated busses of +15 volts and -15 volts with respect to
the c-on
circuit
17.
During normal operation should exciter AC,current rise excessively due to overexcitation,
then the base of transistor
1Q will go positive.
If the current
signal exceeds the reference, the error signal (22) will go positive.
The input
to 4Q transistor
(23) will go negative.
Circuit 25 will go negative.
Transistors
6Q and 7Q will follow circuit
26 instead of circuit
25 in the AC regulator causing
circuit
32 to also go negative.
This will cause more "buck" current to flow
through magnetic amplifiers
Dl and D2, thereby, decreasing excitation
to the
system to correct for the original
overcurrent.
Relaying

And Control

Circuits

Sheet 3 of the typical
elementary diagram, Figure 10, illustrates
relaying and control circuitry
for a typical Alterrex edcitation
system. Relaying and control
circuits
are seldom identical
for different
applications.
An exact diagram for
each application
is furnished separately.
Contactors 43A, 43B and 43C provide for transfer from manual to automatic
This contactor is controlled
by control switch 43CS.
Contactor

6 is

the Amplidyne starter

Contactor 53 energizes
breaker contact.

the Field

The autcanatic regulator voltage
by control switch 9OCS.

and is also operated by 43CS.

Flashing

The xmnual control voltage adjusting
controlled by control switch 70CS.
adjust

operation.

circuit

Rheostat

and is operated by a field

is operated by motor 70M.

This is

is operated by motor 9OM. This is operated
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The field breakers (4l.E or 4lM) are operated by the breaker
switch 41CS. Operation of the main field breaker (and (or)
is covered by separate instructions.
Relay 27 is a time delay under-voltage
motor power.
The ground detecting

relay

relay

controlled
control
exciter field breaker)

to detect loss of Amplidyne drive

Type PJG is covered by separate instructions.

The relaying and control circuitry
is only a typical
application.

described

above and illustrated

in Figure

10

MAINTENANCE
Since there are no moving parts in this control,
little
maintenance should be
required.
If vibration
is present, all screw type connections should be checked
regularly to be sure they are properly tightened.
Magnetically-operated
contact-making devices should be regularly
inspected
maintained in accordance with applicable instructions
of these devices.

and

The manual voltage adjusting variable transformer brushes should be inspected at
six month intervals
under normal operating conditions.
Where unusually dusty or
other abnormal atmospheric conditions exist, they should be inspected every six
weeks . If arcing occurs or if the brushes are badly worn, they should be replaced.
TROUBLESHOOTING
The best aid for troubleshooting
the %inciples
of Operation."
regulator can be monitored.

is a thorough study of the particular
circuit
in
By operating in the "Test" position,
the AC voltage
RENEWAL

When ordering

renewal parts,

the following

PARTS
information
with

should be given:

1.

Catalog number, stamped on the part,
and location.

2.

Complete nameplate data appearing on the assembly that

3.

If possible, data on original
order on which equipment was first
including all numerical references.

Renewal parts for the drive motor for voltage
from the manufacturer.

complete description,

adjusters

included

including

use

the component.
supplied

should be ordered directly
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